Denote by E\yB the set of all bivariate entire functions of exponential type of order not exceeding A with respect to the first variable and of order not exceeding g with respect to the second one, by B\,e the set of functions F € E\te bounded on the plane R 2 . Write fl(R 2 ) for the class of all (complexvalued) functions bounded and measurable on R 2 . Considering a function <f> defined on R 2 , let us put
In this instance we use the same notation of norm as for functions of two variables. However, we use only the supremum norm and both symbols ||/(-)||, ||/(-,-)|| cannot be misled.
Define as follows the best approximation of a bounded bivariate function / by entire functions F G B\i6: f FCB, -00<X2<00
For every (complex-valued) function / bounded on R? and all numbers A > 0, 0 > 0, x2 G R,
¿A(/(-,X2)) <AA,,(/(.,.)).
Indeed, for every e > 0 there exists
Therefore, for every x2 G R,
with Fe(-,x2) 6 B\. Thus, by the definition of Aa(/(-,x2)), we get (1) at once. Analogously, when A, g > 0 and Xi G R,
We shall also use the notations ,-) ).
-oo<«<oo
Given any function g € f2(R 2 ) with measurable g (-,v) and g(u,-) for every v £ R and u G R, respectively, the single Akhiezer-Levitan integrals The aim of this paper is to present the two-dimensional analogues of the results announced in [3] . In our argumentations we will interate the double Akhiezer-Levitan integrals by Fubini's theorem, to get the single Akhiezer-Levitan integrals, and refer to [3] .
The symbols K, K\, K 2 ,... will mean positive absolute constants not necessarily the same at each occurrence. Further, F(xi,-) 6 B T2 ; thus, reasoning as before, we obtain identity (7). Now, it is evident that The terms an d S3 are similar, therefore we will only estimate the modulus of Clearly, by Fubini's theorem and (5)-(6), Introduce, for every x £ R, the sequence {Tj(x)} connected with the function <7 OT (x,-), constructed analogously to {Tj} in [3] , pp. 130-131. Assume To(x) = T and denote by Vj(x) the smallest natural number such that ^Tj(x)-eT+i/(x)(9m(x, •)) < 2^Tj(x)-eT(9m(x, •)) .
Basic estimate
f(xi,x 2 ) -<T S ,T(xi,x 2 ;f-,0,0) = = f(xi,x 2 ) -F(x!,
Moreover, if
T k+1 -T k > OT (0 < k < n -1), then (!<» \ A T k -e T (f)^AT k+1 -ST-i(f)-
